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SPECIAL REPORT: JEWELLERY

I
t is apparent that Christoph
and Georg Wellendorff are
passionate jewellers and
dedicated family men if one
gets to chat with them.

Coming from the fourth
generation of one of Germany’s
finest jewellery brands, they 
talk about jewellery and 
family constantly.

Wellendorff is based in the
town centre of Pforzheim in
southwest Germany and the two
brothers ritually exchange notes
and conduct their work briefings
when they walk to their offices
from their homes. “He’s my best
friend and also my biggest
competitor,” says Christoph of
his younger brother, explaining
that competition between them
helps drive the family business. 

Christoph is responsible for
sales, marketing and operations,
while Georg takes care of
manufacturing and design. Both
hold the title of managing
director. Their close relationship
indicates that the Wellendorff
men are big on family and
tradition. “We put family values
first,” says Christoph, adding 
that the family motto and
company philosophy is wahre
werte in German, which means
“genuine values”. 

Wellendorff remains one of
the few family jewellery
companies today still operating
independently. The company’s
origins stretch back to 1893
when Ernst Alexander
Wellendorff established his
jewellery manufacturing
company and created
masterpieces for the royal
families and houses of Europe.
The company
gained fame on
the strength of its
rope necklace
with which the
brand has
become
synonymous, and its
enamel spinning rings
now known as
Wellendorff classics.

According to the brothers,
the rope necklace came about
some 40 years ago when their
mother Eva wanted a statement
jewellery piece that was
sentimental from her husband,
Hanspeter. She remembered
how, as a child, she liked playing
with the silk tassels of curtains.
Taking up the challenge,
Hanspeter spent two years
meticulously working with
Wellendorff goldsmiths to craft a
“rope necklace” that was as soft
and smooth as silk. 

Today, the supple gold rope
is a mainstay in the brand’s
collection and its design is
patented. It is made from wires
which are a mix of gold, copper
and silver and then “handspun”
until each is thinner than a
strand of hair. It is then
handwoven into necklaces and
bracelets, a laborious technique
that limits production to about
30 pieces a day. 

The provenance of the
enamel ring is equally romantic.
Christoph wanted a special ring
to surprise his wife for their

wedding. When they were in
their 20s, he considered
sapphire, ruby and emerald
rings too common and hit on the
idea of an enamel ring after a
session drinking red wine with
his goldsmith colleagues.
Though enamel is known to
crack easily, the Wellendorff
craftsmen created a special
shockproof and unbreakable
enamel. The Wellendorffs have
since chosen motifs – angels,
sun, butterflies – for limited
editions which have appealed to
collectors. These enamel rings
are known for their vivid colours
and ornamentations. 

Another hallmark item of the
brand is its “ring of the year”.
The first ring, called Hong Kong,
appeared in 1997 to mark the
city’s handover back to China. A
limited-edition ring of the year
with a select motif has 
been released every year 
since then. Many are accented
with diamonds.

Christoph says “emotions
and feelings of love” have been
the driving force behind the

design of every piece of
Wellendorff jewellery

and cites many
inspirational
stories about
customers who

have bought their
jewellery to mark

momentous occasions.
“Our innovations don’t
come because of a
business plan.” 

The Wellendorffs keep
a tight rein on their production
process. Every year, a
preliminary set of designs are
presented by the design team.
This is narrowed down and then
worn by females in the family to
ensure comfort and appeal
before they enter production.
The manufactory works under
the watchful eyes of Georg who
makes sure each piece passes
through stringent quality tests
before it is released. Successful
pieces earn the coveted seal of
quality: a W crowned with a
diamond and are guaranteed 
for life. 

Wellendorff jewellery and all
its parts are created and
produced under one roof at its
Pforzheim address and “we
don’t farm anything out”, says
Christoph, adding that “beauty
is not just about aesthetics.
There is an emotional
dimension as well. Wellendorff is
known for making meaningful
jewellery that use the finest
materials, skills and craftsmen”. 

“Our customers understand
these values and they don’t

follow the masses. They buy our
jewellery for keepsakes and as
heirlooms, confident that they
will last several lifetimes.”

Wellendorff is growing with
boutiques in Dusseldorf, Mainz,
Stuttgart, Berlin, San Francisco,
Tokyo, Beijing and Hong Kong.
Its list of retail partners is

expanding and Christoph wants
to make the brand a benchmark
for German precision, durability
and quality. “We want
Wellendorff to be known as the
quality point of reference when
it comes to German jewellery,
just like Patek Philippe for
watches and Porsche for cars.”

Riding high on
family values 

(ABOVE): An artisan
hand-braids a
Wellendorff necklace
that is soft and as
smooth as silk. 
(LEFT): All Wellendorff
jewellery features a
seal of quality – a W
crowned with a
diamond. 

Fourth-generation brothers
intent on making brand a
benchmark for German quality
and precision, writes Pin Lee
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